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Introduction 
The To, T 1, and T2 separation axioms for syntopogenous spaces were 
considered by A. OsAszAR [1,2]. In our earlier paper [7] we considered 
the regular, completely regular, normal, and completely normal separation 
axioms for syntopogenous spaces. The purpose of this paper is to discuss 
the Stone and Urysohn separation axioms in these general spaces. We 
will assume the reader is somewhat familiar with the notation and results 
in both Osaszar's book and our earlier paper. 
1. Definition8 and elementary propertie8 
Let [E, Y] denote an arbitrary syntopogenous space. It will be called 
an Y-Ury8ohn 8pace if for x =1= y, x and y have neighborhoods whose 
closures are disjoint. The syntopogenous space [E, Y] will be called an 
Y-Stone space if for x=l=y, there exists an (Y, 'Jf')-continuous function 
1 of E into R (the reals with the usual uniformity £') such that I(x) = 0 
and I(y) = 1. If the syntopogenous structure Y is simple and perfect, 
one sees that the above definitions are the usual topological definitions. 
Using the terminology of [6], a syntopogenous space [E, Y] is an Y-
Urysohn space iff for x =1= y, x and y have neighborhoods whose closures 
are Y-separated. 
The definitions clearly show that every Y-Urysohn space is an Y -T2 
space. To show that every Y-Stone space is an Y-Urysohn space, let 
x=l=y in E. Then there exists an (Y, £')-continuous function 1 of E into 
R such that l(x)=O and I(y) = 1. The sets 1-1([ _1/4,1/4]) and 1-1([3/4, 5/4]) 
are the required Y-separated sets. Every Y -T3' space is an Y-Stone 
space since x=l=y implies x ¢ c({y}). Thus the same implications hold 
here as hold between the separation axioms for topological spaces. 
E. HEWITT [4] gave topological examples of a T2 space which is not 
a Urysohn space and of a Urysohn space which is not a Stone space. 
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An example of a Urysohn Stone space which is not a T3 space can be 
found in [5; p. 61] and an example of a T3 space which is not a Stone 
space is found in [3]. This shows that no additional implications hold, 
even in topological spaces. 
2. Additional properties 
The definition of an Y'-Urysohn space depends only on neighborhoods 
of points and closures of sets. Since both of these depend only on the 
topology (Y'tP ) generated by the syntopogenous structure Y', we see 
that this definition is purely topological, as were the To, T 1, and T2 
axioms of Csaszar. The example in [7] shows that the Y'-Stone axiom 
is not purely topological since the space [E, Y'tP ] is Y'tp-Stone but the 
space [E, Y'] is not Y'-Stone. The following lemma proves that the 
Y'-Stone axiom for a syntopogenous space [E, Y'] depends entirely on 
the Y't structure. 
Lemma 1. [E, Y'] is an Y'-Stone space iff [E, Y't] is an Y'LStone 
space. 
Proof. The function f in the definition may be restricted to be into 
1=[0, 1] with the uniformity £'11. For any topogenous structure fT, 
let fT* denote the least fine syntopogenous structure Y' such that Y't=fT 
(see [1; (13.53)]). Then every (Y't, £'11)-continuous function f is 
(Y't, (£'11)t)-continuous [1; (10.12)], (Y't*, (£'11)t*)-continuous [7; Lem-
ma 1], and (Y',£'11)-continuous [1;(10.10)] since (£'11)t*""'.1'1'11 
[1; (15.58)] and Y't*<Y' by construction. Conversely, if tis (Y', £'11)-
continuous, then f is (Y't,£'11)-continuous [1;(10.10)]. 
We can see from the above paragraph that the Y'-Urysohn axiom is 
invariant under homeomorphisms while the Y'-Stone axiom is only 
invariant under equimorphisms. The Y'-Urysohn axiom is hereditary 
since disjoint neighborhoods induce disjoint neighborhoods in any sub-
space. If A is a subspace of [E, Y'], then every (Y', £')-continuous 
function of E into R induces an (Y' 1 A, £')-continuous function of A 
into R [1; (10.20)]. This implies that the Y'-Stone axiom is also hereditary. 
Let E be the product of the sets {EA : A. E A} and Y' be the product 
syntopogenous structure of the {Y'A: A. E A} where {[EA, Y'A] : A. E A} 
are given syntopogenous spaces. 
Lemma 2. The space [E, Y'] is Y'-Urysohn iff each space [E'" Y'A] 
is Y'A-Urysohn. 
Proof. The necessity follows from the fact that the axiom is hereditary 
and preserved by homeomorphisms. Suppose each [EA,Y'A] is Y'J.-Urysohn 
and let x=I=y in E. Then there is A. E A such that xA=prJ.(x)=I=prJ.(y)=yJ.. 
But XJ.=I=yA in EJ. implies there exist Y'''-separated neighborhoods A" and 
B" of XA and yA. The sets pr,,-l(A") and prJ.-1(BJ.) are the necessary Y'-
separated neighborhoods of x and y. 
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Lemma 3. The space [E,9'] is 9'-Stone iff each space [E\ 9'A] 
is 9'A-Stone. 
Proof. Again the necessity follows from the previous properties. 
Suppose each [E\ 9'A] is 9'A-Stone and let x=I=y in E. Then there exists 
A E A such that xA=prA(x) =l=prA(y) =yA. But xA=I=yA in EA implies there is 
an (9'A, Jf')-continuous function f of EA into R such that f(xA) = 0 and 
f(yi.) = 1. Then the function g(z) = f(prA(z)) is the required (9', Jf')-con-
tinuous function of E into R and so [E, 9'] is 9'-Stone. 
The above lemmas show that both the 9'-Urysohn and 9'-Stone 
axioms are invariant under arbitrary products. Thus we have shown 
that most of the usual topological properties hold in our general spaces. 
3. Applications 
Since every symmetric syntopogenous space is 9'-completely regular 
(see [7]), one sees that both the 9'-Urysohn and the 9'-Stone axioms 
are equivalent to the 9' -Tl and 9' -T2 axioms in symmetric syntopo-
genous spaces. Therefore this does not add anything to the theory of 
uniform or proximity spaces but does add to the theory of quasi-uniform 
and non-symmetrical proximity spaces. 
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